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DANE 2.0 Purpose 
DANE 2.0 was developed at the Design Intelligence Lab at the Georgia Institute of Technology. One of the primary 

research threads at the Design Intelligence Lab is analogical design. DANE, or the Design by Analogy to Nature 

Engine, was conceived of as a tool to facilitate particular kinds of analogical design activity, as well as to facilitate 

research into the cognitive underpinnings of analogical design. DANE 2.0 has four primary functions: 

Facilitate Biologically Inspired Design Activity 

As the name implies, DANE is intended to be an engine for design. In particular, DANE is intended to facilitate 
biologically inspired design. Two major challenges of biologically inspired design are (1) finding biological systems 
that are relevant in a design context, and (2) understanding those systems so that one can extract and transfer the 
appropriate working principles. DANE 2.0 provides designers with two principle design tools: the ability to create 
and maintain structured descriptions of biological systems, and the ability to quickly access descriptions useful to a 
designer's project. The main purpose of this document is to show users how to do each. 

Cognitive Research Platform 

In addition to the very pragmatic goal of providing a community of designers with a tool for storing and retrieving 
information relevant to their design context, DANE 2.0 is designed to help cognitive scientists better understand 
the role of structured representation in the context of analogical design. By altering the content and/or behavior of 
the design tool and observing designers under these different conditions, we hope to learn more about the 
influence of structured representations on the process of analogical design. The insight garnered from this 
research, will inform changes that enable greater facilitation of the activity listed in the first goal.  

Augmented Intelligence Platform 

Although DANE 2.0 is not (yet) capable of "intelligent behavior", such as analyzing designs or making 
recommendations, it is the goal of this system to provide a mixed-initiative design experience, with the 
computational tool acting as a (limited) collaborative partner in the design process. The SBF models used in DANE 
2.0 were selected particularly because several systems have already been built using them to accomplish design 
analysis and recommendation.  

Structured Representation Development 

Structured representations used by DANE are based directly on the Structure-Behavior-Function ontology, 
developed by the Design Intelligence Lab over the course of many years. These representations can be used to 
explicitly represent biological systems in DANE in a format readable by both humans and machines. As causal-
explanation models, we have some evidence that these representations facilitate deep learning of biological 
system working principles. We believe they will also assist in the transfer of those principles into the design 
domain. Furthermore, the organizational framework implied by the SBF ontology, for instance hierarchical 
decomposition along functional lines, is used as an organizing principle for DANE 2.0.  Several online instructional 
videos are available for the SBF modeling ontology. 
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DANE 2.0 Browsing 

Initial Screen 

When the application opens, you will see a function-model list to the left, and a blank panel to the right. You can 

resize the left window pane, as well as the application pane, as described in the following figure. 
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Function Model List 

One of the key values DANE provides to the design community is the ability to browse a collection of biological 

models for discovery and inspiration in the design process. The primary ordering and indexing method for finding 

these systems is indexing by FUNCTION.  There are two main tools to find systems by function. The first is the 

function table, shown in Figure 1. Clicking on a function will bring that pull that function model up in the model 

view pane (which starts off empty) to the right of the function model list. It will also enable the function-navigation 

window below the function model list. NOTE: it can take a few seconds to recall the complete function model from 

the database – they can be quite complex. 
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Function Navigation Window 

When you select a function model, two things will appear. First you will see a function-navigation window appear 

below the function model list. This function navigation window will show all of the functions related to the 

function you have just selected. The function you selected will be shown in Yellow (nephron filters blood in the 

screen shot below). If the function you selected has super-functions (i.e. functions that utilize the selected 

function), these will appear as boxes above it. If the function has sub-functions (i.e. functions which the selected 

function utilizes) these will appear as boxes below it.  Note the horizontal scroll bar.  In many instances, sub- and 

super-functions will appear off-screen; you have to use the scroll bar to see them all.  Clicking on any of these sub- 

or super-functions will pull up that function as though you had selected it in the function model list window. This 

provides a handy way to navigate through related sub- and super- functions. 
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Function Model – Description Tab 

The function model description window provides an interface to allow you to browse the function 

model.  It defaults to the description tab view, shown here.  This view allows you to see images of the 

function, a list of objects, and a text description.  Double click on an image to show a slightly larger view 

of that image. Note, some images may be off-screen. Use the scroll bar to navigate to them.  Likewise, 

double click on an object to bring up an Object Description Window.  Clicking on the Model View Tab 

will bring you to the Function Model View window. 
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Function Model – Model View Tab 

The function model view shows several sets of information, including: the Function Name; Verb 

associated with the function; Subject of the function (i.e. system performing the function); Object(s) of 

the function (those things which the system is performing the function on/to); Prepositions related to 

the function (such as “on water”, “at night”, or “in the desert”); and Adverbs that describe how the 

function is done (such as “quickly”, “efficiently”, or “stealthily”). Clicking on an object or subject will 

bring up and object view window further describing that object. 

Additionally there is a button leading to the Behavior Model, and a button leading to the Structure 

Model, clicking on either will pull up with a behavior or structure model window, respectively. 
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Behavior Model Window – Description Tab 

The behavior model window has two tabs – a description tab and a diagram tab.  The description tab has 

an image portion providing images of the behavior, and a text description portion.  As before, double 

click on an image to see a larger view, and use the scroll bar (not present in this example) to see images 

not present in the current view. Click the OK button at the bottom of the window to close it. 
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Behavior Window – Diagram Tab 

The diagram tab of the behavior window brings up an SBF state transition diagram. For more on what 

these state transition diagrams mean, please see the SBF online training on Behaviors.  Briefly, behaviors 

provide causal explanations. This is done through a series of states and explanations;  states are the 

boxes, transitions the arrows between them.  Within each state is a set of (object:property:value) 

triples.  These indicate the properties and values of one or more objects at a given point in time.  

Arrows, representing transitions between states are annotated with causal explanations.  These are of 

several types: [stim] for external stimulus, [str_con] for structural connection, [pr] for principle, [fn] for 

function, [tran] for transition.  To further explore a state, click on the state, and then click on “explore 

state” at the top of the window (located just beneath the description and diagram tabs).  Explore a state 

will bring up a new State Window, the layout and use of which should be obvious to the user by now. 

Click the OK button at the bottom of the widow to close it. 
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Structure Window – Description Tab 

This window is identical to the behavior window, description tab, but with images and descriptions 

related to the structure of the system. Again, click on the diagram tab to see a diagrammatic view, or 

click the OK button at the bottom to close the window. 
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Structure Window – Diagram Tab 

The structure diagram window shows the set of objects related to the system, and their relationships as 

of the initial state of the system. Objects are represented as boxes, relationships between objects as 

arrows with annotations representing the kind of connection relationship.  Unlike behavior transition 

annotation, there is no taxonomy for object relationships; they are simply free text annotations.  Again, 

use the scroll bars to navigate around the model.  To further investigate an object, click on the object, 

and then click on “Explore Object” located at the top of the window, just underneath the tabs. 
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Object Window – Description View 

By now, this should be familiar territory. Clickable Images at the top; text description at the bottom; a 

tab to switch between views.  This time tab will take you to an overview tab providing categorization 

and property information about the object. 
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Object Window – Overview View 

In the overview we see the categorization information for an object; this information will be different 

for technological versus biological systems. This is general purpose information, but is currently not used 

by DANE. Furthermore, this is where the properties of the object can be found. These are the properties 

associated with the objects in the states found in the behavior diagram.  Objects can have “parent” and 

“child” hierarchical relationships allowing property inheritance. A child inherits all of the properties of 

the parent (shown on the lower left). It may also have its own unique properties (shown on the lower 

right). 
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DANE 2.0 Authoring 
 

Authoring is currently not supported for public release, as of 03/01/2011. The user guide will be 

updated in the event this functionality is made available to the public. 

 


